Case Study
Windows 7 Migration Ensures a Streamlined
Global IT Landscape

Abstract
Infosys partnered with a European specialist risk insurance leader, with operations
across the globe, to deliver a transformative solution that provided a standardized
global operating environment. By aligning the IT infrastructure with their
technology architecture, the Windows 7 migration provided a global operating
system that enabled greater administrative control and compliance with a defined
set of standards.

Client Details
The client is a corporate and specialist risk insurance leader that covers companies across the world in the marine, aviation, and corporate
insurance segments. With over 4000 employees, the client operates in more than 150 countries through its group companies and
partner networks.

Business Context
The client’s existing IT landscape was based
on Windows XP and Windows 2003 for
PCs and server infrastructure respectively.
As diverse business units traded
independently, the disparate operating
environments were a significant roadblock
to aligning the IT infrastructure with the
technology architecture.
Further, diminishing vendor support for
Windows XP, lack of global tools and
methods for software distribution, limited
automation, and limited interoperability
were creating several challenges. The
situation was affecting coordination
between global business units while
mobile users were unable to access shared
files. These factors had made it critical
for the client to upgrade the existing IT
environment. To achieve this, the client
engaged with Infosys to deliver a global
operating system that upgraded the
PCs and server technology, and enabled
compliance with a defined set of standards.
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management and to help users adapt to
the new environment, enabling a glitchfree transition.
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Challenges Encountered
During the program implementation, we faced several technical and operational challenges. We needed to ensure availability of quality
information for application execution, design of target environments, application testing and business testing, as well as test data for
integration and acceptance testing. Further, we had to coordinate with multiple teams to ensure the finalization of hardware requirements
and their timely availability for the target environment. Our knowledge and expertise in infrastructure and project risk management helped
us overcome these challenges.

Benefits Delivered
We delivered an IT transformation solution that provided a standardized global operating environment and enabled greater administrative
control. Our solution allows client users ease of access to infrastructure resources, particularly during travel. We also automated the software
distribution / installation process, enabling greater control to secure end-user devices.
Our solution methodology provided support, coordination, and leadership in addressing issues across several business areas. The risk
management system alerts the client on issues, risks and concerns in a timely manner enabling them to respond proactively.
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